Abstract. The Business Dynamics Statistics is a product of the U.S. Census Bureau that provides measures of business openings and closings, and job creation and destruction, by a variety of cross-classifications (firm and establishment age and size, industrial sector, and geography). Sensitive data are currently protected through suppression. However, as additional tabulations are being developed, at ever more detailed geographic levels, the number of suppressions increases dramatically. This paper explores the option of providing public-use data that are analytically valid and without suppressions, by leveraging synthetic data to replace observations in sensitive cells.
Introduction
The Business Dynamics Statistics (BDS) were first released in 2008, providing novel statistics on business startups on a comprehensive basis for the U.S. economy [8] . They have been used in a number of recent publications, addressing questions of firm dynamics, who creates jobs, etc. [9] .
The BDS are sourced from confidential microdata in the Longitudinal Business Database (LBD). It provides measures of business openings and closings, and job creation and destruction, by a variety of crossclassifications (firm and establishment age and size, industrial sector, and geography). Since the first release, additional cross-tabulations have been added each year: initially provided only based on firm charateristics, tabulations based on establishment characteristics were later added, as were additional geography cross-tabulations (Metropolitan Statistical Area, and Metro/Non-Metro). Sensitive data are currently protected through suppression. However, as additional tabulations are being developed, at ever more detailed geographic levels, the number of suppressions increases dramatically. 3 This paper explores the option of providing public-use data that are analytically valid and without suppressions, by leveraging synthetic data to replace observations in sensitive cells. The use of synthetic data in the provision of public-use tabulations has increased in the United States. [16] describe the use of synthetic data in the case of the OnTheMap data visualization, and the use of partially synthetic data in tabulations has been explored by others [1, 5, 18, 17, 2] . Few have attempted to provide synthetic data for business data -the cases we are aware of are the Synthetic LBD [15] , on which we will rely heavily in this approach, and a synthetic version of the IAB Establishment Panel [3, 10, 4] . This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first attempt to integrate synthetic data into a public-use data tabulation for businesses.
We leverage the existence of a sophisticated partially synthetic data file the Synthetic LBD [19] , henceforth SynLBD -in combination with the techniques first expressed in [7] and [6] to replace sensitive cells with tabulations based on synthetic data. We start by describing the extent of suppressions in the BDS, then lay out the algorithm to combine synthetic and confidential data for the purposes of tabulation. Preliminary results are discussed, and an outlook given on the next steps necessary to achieve a robust public-use tabulation.
Item suppression
BDS processing uses primary and secondary suppressions, derived from a P percent rule, as disclosure avoidance mechanism. All cells of a potential publication table are analyzed to make sure no identifying information about a particular business, household, or individual is released to the public. In the case of the BDS, cells where the top 2 firms account for more than P percent of the total value of the cell are flagged for suppression. The precise P value is not disclosed to minimize the possibility of reidentification by potential attackers. Secondary suppressions are identified so as to minimize the amount of information loss in a given table row or column. To this end, the search algorithm looks for candidate cells that contain the least amount of employment, and suppresses their content. Protecting these secondary cells might require a third round of supressions given the presence of column totals in the tables. Once the tables are analyzed and the necessary cells suppressed, each table row that contains a suppressions is flagged, and the modified table released to the public. Note that individual suppressed cells are not separately flagged, only the row that contains at least one suppressed cell. A necessary feature of this disclosure mechanism is that a large number of secondary suppressions are necessitated by the need to protect the cell that is the primary disclosing cell. The public-use data, of course, doesn't allow the identification of which suppressions are primary or secondary suppressions. Clearly, while the usefulness of the data to users would seem to increase for more detailed cross-tabulations, that same detail, under current disclosure avoidance rules, leads to increased suppression, and thus less effective data utility. Suppression is worse for some variables than for oth-ers. Establishment and firm counts are never supressed following County Business Patterns and Disclosure Review Board rules. By contrast employment, job creation and destruction are suppressed.
Synthetic Data as a Proposed Alternative to Item Suppression
The Synthetic LBD (SynLBD) is a synthetic dataset on establishments with proven analytic validity along several critical dimensions [15] . Additional improvements are currently being developed [13, 14] . A growing number of researchers have used the SynLBD, and their continued use contributes to the improvement of the SynLBD. The use of the SynLBD for the purposes outlined in this paper is particularly appealing, because its analytic validity has been independently established, while maintaining a high level of data privacy. In fact, for many of the cross-tabulations identified in Table 1 , no additional disclosure avoidance review would seem necessary. Only tabulations involving state and sub-state geography should require additional review since this variable was removed from the disclosure request that approved the release to the public of the SynLBD. 4 The available SynLBD is released as a single implicate, and by design, may distort any single analysis by too large an amount. The use of additional implicates for the purposes of BDS table creation may be desirable and will be assessed in later work.
In this paper, we evaluate a simple algorithm to alleviate the problem of large numbers of suppression, while maintaining high, if not equivalent levels of disclosure protection. We then outline a second algorithm that improves on the first. An evaluation of the second algorithm is deferred to later work.
The first algorithm, which we will call the "drop-in algorithm", simply replaces a cell that has been suppressed with its synthetic-data equivalent, i.e., the equivalent table cell from a tabulation based on the SynLBD alone. The second algorithm, called "forward-longitudinal algorithm", is slightly more complicated. At any point in time t, if a (expanded) suppression algorithm identifies a cell that would be suppressed, all establishments that contribute to that cell in time period t are replaced by synthetic establishments that match on certain characteristics Z in periods t − p through t, for t and the next n periods. Synthetic and observed values are then tabulated to create the release statistics. If Z describes only the margin characteristics for the table in question (denoted by k below), and for p = n = 0, the algorithm reduces to the "drop-in" algorithm.
In this paper, we assess the time-consistency of the first algorithm for a single implicate. Assessing the impact of using multiple implicates is deferred to future work. Identifying acceptable values of Z, p, and n is deferred to a later version of this paper.
Definitions
The variable of interest is establishment employment e jt , with establishments indexed by j and years indexed by t. All other variables (job creation and destruction from establishment entry, exit, expansion and contraction) are derived from that. For instance, an establishment is born at time t if employment is positive for the first time:
1 if e jt > 0 and e jt−s = 0 ∀s ≥ 1 0 otherwise
We will denote aggregations using capital letters, so (national) employment is denoted as
and (national) births are
For any establishment j, the synthesized version of variable x jt (from a single implicate) is denotedx j t. Furthermore, an establishment j has certain time-varying characteristics k t (j), such as industry and geographic location, but also derived characteristics, such as establishment or firm age and size. In a slight abuse of notation, j ∈ K t describes the set of firms at time t such that k t (j) = k . So generically,
describes the different aggregations across establishments having characteristics k at time t, for instance aggregations by establishment age or metropolitan areas. Finally, suppression rules for (aggregate) variable X are captured by I X t , such that the releasable variable X o under the current regime can be described by
For later reference, we denote the tabulations created as per (5) as BDS o .
Algorithm 1: Drop-in
We can now express the "drop-in" algorithm, leading to the released variable X (i) , as:
Thus, simply computing a "SynBDS", based on the SynLBD, in parallel to the computation of the BDS (based on the confidential LBD), and replacing suppressed cells with their fully synthetic counterparts, yields a dataset without missing observations. Variations can encompass using the average of multiple implicates as the replacement value. In general, increasing the number of implicates will improve the analytic validity, but reduce the protection provided by the synthesis process.
Because no time-consistency is imposed, this method can lead to seam biases or higher intertemporal variance. We will return to this issue in Section 4. For later reference, we denote the tabulations created by Algorithm 1 as BDS (i) .
Algorithm 2: Forward-longitudinal
In part to address the possible time-inconsistencies we propose an alternative algorithm. In order to minimize future seam issues, we remove establishments (or firms) that contribute to sensitive cells of tabulations with characteristics k t, for t and the next n periods. These establishments are replaced by synthetic establishments that match on characteristics k t, and we simply replace the observed values in the database x js with the synthetic valuesx js (for all variables), for s = t, . . . , t + n. 5 For conve-nience, denote by J − k t the set of establishments for which observed values x jt do not contribute to any tabulations at time t. In its simplest form, the algorithm can be expressed as
For n = ∞, J t is an absorbing set, which seems undesirable. For n = 1, this reduces to Algorithm 1. 6 For reference, we denote the tabulations created by Algorithm 2 as BDS (ii) .
Analysis
We implemented Algorithm 1 for BDS tabulations by establishment age and size (bds e agesz). As noted in Table 1 , about 26% of all cells have some suppression. For this version of the paper, we analyzed a single variable, "Job Creation by establishment births" (job creation births).
(Additional analyses are pending release).
Extent of protection
Protection of the table relies in large part on the fact that the data replacing the suppressions is itself synthetic, and released (in the case of the examples in this paper) or (potentially) releasable (for tabulations with geography) to a broad audience [2] . No establishment's observed data is released in the SynLBD, and only the industry distribution of establishments is preserved exactly. However, in order to consider a broader notion of disclosure avoidance, we proceed as follows. In cell that would have been suppressed under the current regime BDS 0 , we compute the difference 6 Alternatively to the combining rule described in Algorithm 2, we could also specify a per-establishment weight wjt ∈ [0, 1] that declines to 0 as s approaches t−n. wjt is adjusted as a function of membership in J − k t , and we compute X
(ii)
between the confidential values of the establishments contributing to this cell, and each of the values of the synthetic establishments contributing to the cell under BDS (i) , and assess the distribution of these differences. 7 
Analytical validity
In order to assess the analytical validity of each of the methods, we focus on simple time-series properties of the X k t . In particular, we estimate a AR(2) process for each of X k t , X s k t , and X (i) k t . We then assess the number of missing time-series estimates (repeated suppressions in X s k t may lead to time-series that are too short), the number of significant coefficients for the first lag of the AR (2) 1 , and the interval overlap measure J k as suggested by [12] . Table 2 presents these results for job creation births. (Caveat: different definitions of "job creation births" in the BDS processing and our post-processing lead to incomplete filling in of missing cells. This will be fixed in later work.) For the one variable that has significant suppressions, the number of feasible regressions in the published data increases substantially (reduction in missing X (i) k t relative to missing X s k t ). The number of correctly estimated coefficients increases (in terms of assessing statistical significance of the coefficient), and utility increases, in terms of ρ 1 as well as J 1 .
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have described two alternate mechanisms to substitute for suppressions in small-cell tabulations of business microdata, with the goal of improving analytic validity while maintaining a sufficiently high standard of disclosure limitation. Neither mechanism fundamentally changes the existing suppression methodology, rather, the mechanisms work to fill in the holes created by the suppression methodology.
Leveraging the availability of a high-quality synthetic datasets (the Synthetic LBD) with proven disclosure limitation efficiency and analytic validity [15] , the first method is very simple, but may suffer from seam biases and time-inconsistency. The second method aims to improve on that by "blending in" synthetic establishments, which may slightly reduce analytic validity in time periods where the strict application of the suppression algorithms would no longer impose any constraints, but improving on the time-series properties of the released data.
Several limitations of the research presented here should be highlighted. The examples provided in this article rely on an earlier release of the Synthetic LBD [15] . Recent developments to improve the microlevel analytic validity of the SynLBD [14] should improve the analytic validity of the mechanisms proposed here as well. We also compare our proposed mechanisms to the actual published, but otherwise unmodified BDS. Comparing to post-publication improvements to a table with suppressions [11] will inevitably lead to an apparent reduction in the utility of this particular approach. Finally, the approach relies on continuous availability of synthetic microdata with analytical validity. Other approaches rely on fewer data points, and thus be favored due to lower implementation costs.
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